
 

 

 

 

 

Michele Weston - Teacher 

michele.weston@daytonisd.net 

Secondary Contact: Cathy Hamm (DHS Instructional Coach) 

cathy.hamm@daytonisd.net 

 

Due Date: Monday, August 20, 2018.  

 

Pre-AP English I students are required to read the novel Lord of the Flies, and a selection of chapters from How to Read Literature 

like a Professor.  Students must have these books read before the first day of school.  The following assignments that go along with 

reading the novel will be due on Monday, August 20, 2018. You will receive grades for each assignment for the first six weeks. 10 Extra 

Credit Points will be given for each assignment that is turned in before the due date. If you have any questions or concerns, please email 

me at michele.weston@daytonisd.net, or you can message me through Remind once you signup.  

 
 
PART 1: Read – How to Read Literature Like a Professor and Lord of the Flies by William Golding  

Students will need to purchase How to Read Literature like a Professor, Revised Edition by Thomas C. Foster. 

This book outlines specific strategies and concepts that will enable students to become better critical thinkers and 

better writers. This book will be used for the English Pre-AP, AP, and Dual Credit programs for the duration of the 

student’s 4 years at Dayton High School. It is important that each student buys his or her own copy as students will 

be marking and annotating directly in the books. Student will read a few chapters in the summer, and they will continue 

to use the book throughout the school year. 

 

After reading the required chapters from How to Read Literature like a Professor, students will read The Lord of 

the Flies. Before The Hunger Games there was Lord of the Flies.  William Golding's compelling story about a group 

of very ordinary small boys marooned on a coral island has become a modern classic. At first it seems as though it 

is all going to be great fun, but before long life on the island turns into a nightmare of panic and death. As ordinary 

standards of behavior collapse, the whole world the boys know collapses with them… and another world is revealed 

beneath, primitive and terrible. A test over the novel will be given the first full week of school. 

 
 
PART 2: While You Read – How to Read Literature Like a Professor Questions and Reader’s Notes Foldable 

After you read the novel, you will apply the chapters assigned in How to Read Literature like a Professor to 

Lord of the Flies.  Further directions on these assignments are in this packet. Your written responses for these 

questions will be for a TEST GRADE.   

 

Reader’s Notes Foldable allows students to annotate/take notes directly in their books as they read. As 

students read, they will write meaningful response notes that they can fold right into their books. Students will 

staple their foldable together and turn the work in for a DAILY GRADE.  Each chapter needs to be annotated, 

so students will turn in a total of 12.  
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PART 4: Remind – Communication Notification and Google Classroom 

Remind is a fantastic resource to communicate with students and parents outside of the classroom without having 

to share personal information.  A teacher is able to text or send email alerts to students and parents about 

upcoming events, and now students can text teachers directly through Remind to ask questions or receive 

clarification without sharing their personal number.  

 

You will need to sign-up for Remind by June 30, 2018 to receive reminders and information about extra credit opportunities. You can 

sign up one of two ways for remind.  Using your cell phone, you can send the message @papengdhs to the number 81010, or you can 

go to rmd.at/papengdhs on a desktop computer to sign up for email notifications. Parents are strongly encouraged to register. 

 

 

 

Another form of communication I utilize in my classroom is Google Classroom. Google Classroom is a workflow 

management system designed with the goal of saving teachers and students time by organizing assignments 

and class content in one easy-to-access online space.  

 

Please join my Pre-AP English I Summer Assignment Google Classroom to access the summer assignment packet, ask questions on 

anything you may not understand, and to receive reminders and updates.  To join, you may use your electronic device and download the 

Google Classroom app, or you can use your computer and go to classroom.google.com. Click on + symbol and select Join Class. 

Next enter the code kn900j 

 

 

Assignments may also be found on the homepage of the 

Dayton ISN website at www.daytonisd.net after May 31st. 
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After reading the selected chapters below of How to Read Literature like a Professor and the entire novel Lord of the Flies, answer the  

3 questions below referring back to Foster’s work and Lord of the Flies for specific details. Your answers should be in paragraph form 

(two or three sentences are inadequate).  You may neatly handwrite or type your responses.  If you type, you must double space and 

use Times New Roman size 12 font.  You must use proper MLA heading (see example below) and MLA citations--author last name, page 

number--and quotes from both texts— Foster and Golding--within each answer.  Below the questions is an example of how to respond 

and set-up your paper following proper MLA format using the movie Shrek to answer question #1. These questions are a Test Grade. 

 

 
Chapter 1 -- Every Trip Is a Quest (Except When It's Not) 

List the five aspects of the QUEST and apply them to Lord of the Flies in the form used on pages 3-5.   

 

Chapter 12 -- Is That a Symbol? 

Use the process described on page 106 and investigate the symbolism of the conch and Piggy’s glasses in Lord of the Flies. 

 

Chapter 19 -- Geography Matters… 

Consider the different settings in Lord of the Flies, and explain three different functions of the “geography” according to Foster. 

 
 
 
 
Student Name 

Mrs. Weston 

PAP English I 

1 July 2018 

Chapter 1 -- Every Trip Is a Quest (Except When It's Not) 

According to Foster’s the five aspects of a quest are a “(a) a quester, (b) a place to go, (c) a stated reason to go there, (d) 

challenges and trials en route, and (e) a real reason to go there” (Foster 8). In the movie Shrek the main character Shrek follows Foster’s 

structure exactly.  The movie’s quester Shrek is an ogre that lives in a swamp by himself until one day Lord Farquaad takes away Shrek’s 

marshland.  Shrek and his tag along partner Donkey travel to a castle to rescue Princess Fiona because, if Shrek can save the princess 

and bring her back to Lord Farquaad, Shrek will be able to get his swamp back and resume his life as it was. Along this journey the 

characters encounter many challenges and trials to the castle and back to the Kingdom of Duloc.  When Shrek and Donkey arrive at the 

large castle, they struggle to search for the princess and end up attacked and nearly killed by the ferocious dragon until the dragon falls 

in love with Donkey. On the return trip to Duloc Shrek finds himself struggling with his feelings for Fiona that he begins to develop.  

Although Shrek originally goes on this quest to get his swamp back and resume his life of loneliness, Shrek realizes that he is no longer 

happy being alone.  He falls in love with Princess Fiona and becomes good friends with Donkey.  As a result Shrek discovers himself in 

his journey, and in the end he is truly happy with life because he has people he loves and who love him back.  Shrek is forever a changed 

ogre. 

 

 

How to Read Literature like a Professor  
Writing Assignments 

 



 

 

 

 

 

How Reader’s Notes Foldable work: The foldables fold horizontally over the side of a page. Students follow the directions provided below and track the ways plot, setting, and 

character interact in a novel, helping them to master analyzing how elements of a novel interact.  If you do not have enough room to write your response, you may handwrite or type 

out your responses, but please make sure you include all the proper heads from the chart (ex. Reading #1 – Chapter 1, Plot, Setting, Characters, etc.). Chapter 1 has been completed 

for you as an example. 

Lord of the Flies 

Reader’s Notes Foldable 
 



Reading #1 - Chapter 1 
“The Sound of the Shell” 

Reading #2 - Chapter 2 
“Fire on the Mountain” 

PLOT 
 

A group of young English 

school boys are stranded on 

a deserted island with no 

adult after their plane 

crashed that was evacuating 

them from a country at war. 

The boys begin setting up a 

plan for survival by electing a 

leader. They look for ways to 

create an organized and 

civilized society which leads 

to conflict among the boys. 

SETTING 
 

 Wartime 

 Tropical island 

 Scar – place where 

plane crashed into 

jungle 

 Lagoon 

 Platform – meeting 

place  

 

CHARACTERS 
 

Ralph – 12 yrs old, “attractive” 
& “fair”, and elected chief 
 
Piggy – “fat boy” with asthma, 
is intelligent, but no one 
listens to his suggestions 
 
Jack – leader of the choir boys 
and loses being chief to Ralph 
 
Littluns – the small boys 
 
Roger, Maurice, Simon – choir 
boys. 
 
Sam and Eric - twins 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
Share two powerful quotes that describe the setting in these pages.  After each quote, note 
the page number where you found the quote in parentheses. 
 
“All around him the long scar smashed into the jungle was a bath of heat.  He was 
clambering heavily among the creepers and broken trunks when a bird, a vision of red and 
yellow, flashed upwards with a witch-like cry…” (7). 
 
“Here the beach was interrupted by the square motif of the landscape; a great platform of 
pink granite thrust up uncompromisingly through the forest and terrace and sand and 
lagoon to make a raised jetty four feet high.  The top of this was covered with a thin layer 
of soil and coarse grass and shaded with young palm trees” (12). 

 
Why does the setting matter in these pages? 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

                altered (9)                       prominent (10)                    enveloped (19) 
                furtive (22)                      askew (26)                           enormity (31) 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 



Reading #3 - Chapter 3 
“Huts on the Beach” 

Reading #4 - Chapter 4 
“Painted Faces and Long Hair” 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
How does the setting affect the characters in these pages? 

 
How does the setting affect you, the reader, in these pages? 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 



Reading #5 - Chapter 5 
“Beast from Water” 

Reading #6 - Chapter 6 
“Beast from Air” 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
What emotions does the setting evoke in the reader? 
 
 
 
 
 
What does that show the reader about the setting? 

 
What questions do you have about the setting? 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 



Reading #7 - Chapter 7 
“Shadows and Tall Trees” 

Reading #8 - Chapter 8 
“Gift for the Darkness” 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
After examining the impact of setting, what aspect of the text do you see now that you 
didn’t see before? 

 
Share two powerful quotes that describe the setting in these pages.  After each quote, not 
the page number where you found the quote in parentheses. 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 



Reading #9 - Chapter 9 
“A View to a Death” 

Reading #10 - Chapter 10 
“The Shell and the Glasses” 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
Why does the plot matter in these pages? 

 
How does the plot affect the characters in these pages? 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 



 

Reading #11 - Chapter 11 
“Castle Rock” 

Reading #12 - Chapter 12 
“Cry of the Hunters” 

PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS PLOT SETTING CHARACTERS 

 
How does the plot affect you as the reader in these pages? 

 
Share two powerful quotes that describe the setting in these pages.  After each quote, not 
the page number where you found the quote in parentheses. 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 

 

 

POWERFUL WORDS: (include page numbers) 

 


